Respect

Respect is showing appreciation and listening to others. It is recognizing the good in others and honoring what they do for us. There are many ways to show respect.

Dean really liked Mr. Matthews’ class. Mr. Matthews knew a LOT about science. Dean always tried to stump Mr. Matthews with hard questions, but he hadn’t stumped his teacher yet! He would keep trying. He really appreciated how Mr. Matthews answered his questions, even after class.

Gina loved figure skating. Part of it was because she had the best coach ever! Gina’s coach was great at skating, so she understood exactly what Gina went through as she learned. Gina respected her coach’s abilities and advice.

How do you show respect?
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RESPECT

1. What class does Mr. Matthews teach?
   A) science  B) math  C) music  D) gym

2. Who really likes Mr. Matthews’ class?
   A) Don  B) Dean  C) Dina  D) Dylan

3. Gina __________ figure skating.
   A) hated  B) loved  C) watched  D) followed

4. Gina didn’t like how her coach taught her.
   A) True  B) False

5. I can show respect by ____________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Respect

1. What class does Mr. Matthews teach?
   ● science  □ math  □ music  □ gym

2. Who really likes Mr. Matthews’ class?
   □ A Don  ● Dean  □ C Dina  □ D Dylan

3. Gina ________ figure skating.
   □ A hated  ● loved  □ C watched  □ D followed

4. Gina didn’t like how her coach taught her.
   □ A True  ● False

5. I can show respect by ________________________________